
EXCELLENT HANDLING AND 
MANOEUVRABILITY

Large rear tyres ensure better 
handling and maneouvrability, plus a 

smoother ride. 

SUPERIOR CUTTING PERFORMANCE
The front tunnel design and high blade 

tip speed create a vacuum that lifts grass 
straight up for a crisp, clean cut and 

healthier garden. 

TIMECUT TER® HD
ZERO TURN MOWER



TIMECUT TER® HD ZERO TURN MOWER

MYRIDE® SUSPENSION SYSTEM**
Controls the motion of the operator 
platform, providing a smoother ride than a 
standard suspension seat. 

FAST. COMFORTABLE. HEAVY DUTY. 
YOU DESERVE IT ALL. 
The new TimeCutter® HD zero-turn mower does more than 

cut grass to perfection. It can also cut your mowing time 

almost in half*. But when you are bouncing around on 

rough terrain, speed won't do you any good without 

superior comfort to match. The smooth MyRIDE® 

Suspension System** features a suspended 

operator platform that cushions you from bumps 

and vibrations, so you can be more productive 

and stay comfortable.

SMART SPEED® WITH TOW MODE
Choose from three ground speed ranges for 
optimal performance. Use low Trim range 
for closer trimming, medium Tow range for 
towing attachments, or high Mow range to 
mow large open areas. 

HEAVY-DUTY CONSTRUCTION
This unbeatable combination of features 
is designed for durability in the toughest 
conditions. It all adds up to a mower that's 
built to last. 
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MODEL 74864 74886 74876 74888

X 4850 XS 4850 X 5450 XS 5450

Key Features Smart Speed › Smart Speed, MyRIDE® Smart Speed › Smart Speed, MyRIDE®

Lawn Area up to 10,000+m up to 10,000+m up to 10,000+m up to 10,000+m

Cutting Width 122 cm 122 cm ›137 cm 137 cm

Engine Toro® V Twin 708cc Toro V Twin 708cc Toro V Twin 708cc Toro V Twin 708cc 

Deck Type 3-Blade, Recycler® 3-Blade, Recycler 3-Blade, Recycler 3-Blade, Recycler

Price

*Time savings are from 2008-2012 survey results for Toro residential zero-turn mowers, as reported by owners.
**Available on select models. Not currently available.
†Compared to regular 11-gauge steel decks. 

MyRIDE® models (74866 & 74867) not currently available. 


